Math 432 Problem Sessions: What to Expect

See the following page for a copy of the rubric that the TA will fill out each week to evaluate each student’s presentations. This rubric will be returned to the student the following week.

Rubric Explained
This should give an idea of how each category will be scored. Any grading disputes should be brought up to the TA no later than a week after the rubric is returned.

Completeness (0-3)
3: All problems have been attempted. Solutions are typed (or handwritten legibly) and stapled.
2: Most (but not all) problems have been attempted, and solutions are typed (or handwritten legibly) and stapled OR all problems have been attempted, but the solutions are messy/ not stapled.
1: Most (but not all) problems have been attempted and solutions are messy/ not stapled OR many problems were not attempted.
0: Problem set was not turned in.

Accuracy of solutions presented (0-3)
3: Presented solutions were mathematically correct.
2: Small mathematical errors were made in the presentation(s).
1: Student required a significant amount of help to arrive at a solution.
0: Student did not demonstrate that they had attempted to solve the problem.

Presentation Skills (0-3)
3: Presentation was clear and concise. Student demonstrated an understanding of the main ideas of the solution(s).
2: The presentation could have been more clear/concise, but the student demonstrated that they understand the main idea of the solution(s).
1: Student had significant difficulty getting through the presentation.
0: Student did not demonstrate that they thought about how to present the problem.

Willingness to present all problems (0-1)
The TA will ask at the beginning if everyone is willing to present all problems. This is your chance to tell the TA if there is a problem you do not want to present. You can only opt out of one problem.
1: Student was willing to present all problems.
0: Student was not willing to present all problems.
Name ________________________________ Date _____________

Problems Presented __________________________ Score _____________

Completeness (0-3) ______

Accuracy of solutions presented (0-3) ______

Presentation skills (0-3) ______

Willingness to present all problems (0-1) ______

Comments: